
Middle School and Up

Candlestick Scrimshaw
Unleash your creativity and carve a candle in the nautical tradition of scrimshaw! Use
imagery to tell a story, capture an important memory, or highlight a repeating design.
Dating back to the 18th century, contemporary  scrimshaw is a great way to start flexing
your etching skills.

What will you learn?
● Self-expression through art
● History of a nautical pastime & its modern iteration
● Skills to pre-plan by sourcing inspiration and design sketching
● Conservation efforts to protect whales

Materials:
● Bamboo skewer or other utensil for engraving
● Taper candles
● Paint
● Paintbrush
● Rag or paper towel
● Optional: Paper and pencil for sketching

Instructions:
● Prep work:

○ Hold your candle. What’s your wax saying? Getting a sense of your material
can influence the design you carve.

○ Take a look at different resources to source inspiration, like these etchings of
Connitowns from the Library’s Digital Collection. Think about themes and
images sailors and whalers might see that they would want to preserve in art.

○ Optional: Sketch a few designs you’d like to carve into your candle.
● Carving & Embossing:

https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47d9-bf44-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99
https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/items/510d47d9-bf44-a3d9-e040-e00a18064a99


○ Use your bamboo skewer to press and push designs into the candle.
○ After you’ve finished carving your candle, use the paint and paintbrush to add

a layer of paint to your candle. Make sure the paint rests where you carved
the candle.

○ Wipe off excess paint. There may be some residual color, but most of the
paint will be in the place you carved.

○ Let it dry!

Reflection Questions:
● Traditional scrimshaw often incorporated nautical themes into the design due to the

materials and environment. What designs would you create based on your
environment: your home, your school, your neighborhood?

● Today’s scrimshanders often utilize tools borrowed from the dental industry! What
benefit might these tools bring to modern scrimshaw? What other tools might you
suggest a scrimshander use?

● Whale ivory, and other types of ivory, are a very special, protected material. What
material from your home or school would you use in its place?

Explanation:
Scrimshaw refers to a practice common among sailors and whalers first traced to the 18th
century! Folks working the seas used bones and teeth (like tusks!) from marine creatures like
whales and walruses to craft necessary tools aboard ships, while also creating artwork in their
spare time. When this practice first began, whale byproducts were plentiful! Scrimshanders
(makers of scrimshaw) often rubbed pigment on their engravings to highlight the design etched
into the material and call attention to their unique style.

Traditional scrimshaw continued until the ban of commercial whaling: the materials frequently
used in early scrimshaw such as whale ivory are no longer plentiful and its trade is protected by
the Endangered Species Act and international restrictions. Conservation efforts have led
marine creature fans to see a steady increase in population numbers, but there’s more work to
be done!



More to Explore at the Library:
If you had fun exploring scrimshaw and are inspired to continue advocating for some of the
largest mammals on Earth, check out all of these great titles below to keep learning.

Guide created by Alexandria Abenshon.

https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb21642796__St%3A%28charlotte%27s%20bones%29%20a%3A%28rounds%29__Orightresult__U__X4?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb17445301__Sscrimshaw__P0%2C7__Orightresult__U__X6?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb22630330__Swhale__Ff%3Afacetcollections%3A95%3A95%3AChildren%27s%3A%3A__P4%2C104__Orightresult__U__X3?lang=eng&suite=def

